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“As I talked to him, I could not but think of Joan of Arc. He is distinctly a mystic. Hewel was
telling me that the German people, many of them, begin to feel that he was a mission from
God, and some of them would seek to reverence him almost as a God. He said Hitler himself
tries to avoid that kind of thing. He dislikes any of them thinking of him as anything but a
humble citizen who is trying to serve his country well.” – Canadian Prime Minister William
Lyon Mackenzie King (June 1937) [1]
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On the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month, Canadians, the British, the
French, Belgian and countless other people around the globe take a moment to pay tribute
to and salute soldiers who died in a battleﬁeld in the name of defending freedom and
protecting democracy in this world.
As I remember the cost and the horror of war, these aspects of our pasts should be
remembered. Millions of soldiers paid a terrible price.
But above the pivotal struggle for some distant and remote target on a far-away battleﬁeld
was the dream of wealthy investors making money oﬀ the development of building war
machines and staging organized violence against rivals.[2]
This past year was the 75th anniversary of the end of the Second World War. While the
targets of that war absolutely needed to be brought down, the role of Great Britain and the
United States in building up the Nazi military and its capability of engaging other powers
should also be recalled. Yet, this knowledge, while amply documented, is not in the
awareness of most who may have visited a military grave stone honouring our soldiers.
With this edition of the Global Research News Hour, we raise more insights into the true
motives of our ‘heroes.’ We continue our journey down the paths that reveal our ﬁghting
fodder and the countless individuals decimated by bombs as the necessary consequence of
this form of money-making. Our guests are Richard Sanders and Dr. Jacques Pauwels.
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In our ﬁrst half hour, Richard Sanders shares that the anti-semitic and anti-communist views
were shared not only by Adolph Hitler and the Nazis, but also by the Canadian Prime
Minister! He recounts the many small Eastern European groups that ﬂed away from the
Soviets and toward Germany before heading toward other western nations including
Canada.
In our second half hour, Dr. Jacques Pauwels returns to resume more information about the
U.S. involvement in the war, in spite of its eﬀorts to proﬁt from Nazi aggression. He’ll walk
us through what happened at the Conference at Yalta between Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin near the end, the outcome, and how the U.S. forces changed their strategy in the
years and decades to come.
Richard Sanders is the coordinator of the Coalition Opposed to the Arms Trade, and has a
history of involvement in anti-war activism that spans three decades. He is also a researcher
and the publisher and editor of Press For Conversion Magazine. His latest volume: ‘Cold War
Canada: The WWII Collaborationist Origins and Ongoing Propaganda Eﬀorts
of EthnoNationalist, East European Émigré Groups in Canada’ will be released in a few
weeks. His site is https://coat.ncf.ca
Dr. Jacques Pauwels is a Canadian historian and the authors of several books related to the
histories of World War I and World War II. These include The Myth of the Good War: America
in the Second World War (2000), The Great Class War of 1914-1918 (2016), and Big
Business and Hitler (2017). His site is http://www.jacquespauwels.net.
(Global Research News Hour Episode 295)
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The Global Research News Hour airs every Friday at 1pm CT on CKUW 95.9FM in Winnipeg. The
programme is also podcast at globalresearch.ca .
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